
MONGODB PROJECTION & PROJECTION OPERATORS
EXPLAINED

In MongoDB, we use the find() method to retrieve data. However, find() retrieves all the fields in a
document without any filtering.

MongoDB projection solves this problem by enabling the find() function to be used with data filtering
arguments, which allow users to extract only the necessary data fields from a document.

In this hands-on article, we’ll show you:

How projection works
The basic syntax
Projection operators
And more!

(This article is part of our MongoDB Guide. Use the right-hand menu to navigate.)

How MongoDB projection works
MongoDB projection is a powerful tool that can be used to extract only the fields you need from a
document—not all fields. It enables you to:

Project concise and transparent data
Filter the data set without impacting the overall database performance

Because MongoDB projection is built on top of the existing find() method, you can use any
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projection query without significant modifications to the existing functions. Plus, projection is a key
factor when finding user-specific data from a given data set.

Basic Syntax of MongoDB Projection
db.collection_name.find({},{<field> : <value>})

MongoDB projection uses the same find syntax, but we also add a set of parameters to the find
function. This set of parameters informs the MongoDB instance of which fields to be returned.

Consider the following collection called “vehicleinformation”



We will try to retrieve the model
year of the vehicle make Toyota (make: ‘Toyota’)

Normal find() statement

db.vehicleinformation.find({make : "Toyota"}).pretty()

Result:



In this
statement, we receive all the data within the document where make is Toyota. To get only the year,
we can use projection, as shown below.

MongoDB projection statement

db.vehicleinformation.find({make : "Toyota"}, {year : 1}).pretty()

Result:

In the projection statement, we use the year field with the Boolean value 1 (True) to indicate that we
only require the “year” field. The limitation is that MongoDB will return the object ID (_id) of each
document unless we explicitly specify that we do not require the object ID.

MongoDB projection statement with “_id” excluded

db.vehicleinformation.find({make : "Toyota"}, {year : 1, _id : 0}).pretty()

Result:

In this statement, we pass 0 as the Boolean operator to indicate that we do not require the object ID
field.

Operators in MongoDB Projection
Using the MongoDB projection method to retrieve specific data from a document will positively
impact database performance because it reduces the workload of the find query, minimizing
resource usage.

To reduce the workload, MongoDB offers the below operators that can be used within a projection
query:

$
$elemMatch
$slice
$meta



$ Operator
The $ operator is used to limit the contents of an array to project the first element that matches the
query condition on the array field. Starting from MongoDB 4.4, if no query condition is present, the
first element will be returned in the specified array.

Syntax:

db.collection.find( { <array>: <condition> ... }, { "<array>.$": 1 } )

Limitations of the $ operator:

Only a single $ operator can be used in a single query.
The query must only consist of a single condition on the array field where it will be applied.
The sort() function in the find() method will be applied before the $ operator. This function may
cause the sort order not to be represented correctly.
The $ operator can only be applied at the end of a field path. This restriction was introduced in
MongoDB 4.4 to mitigate any formatting issues.
The $slice projection expression cannot be used with $ operator as a part of the same
expression.

We will use the “studentgrades” Collection to demonstrate the $ operator.

db.studentgrades.find({},{_id:0}).pretty()

Result:

Using the “studentgrades”
collection, we search if a student has received grades equal to or greater than 80.

Let’s see what happens when we don’t use the $ operator. The below code will result in the query
returning all the values in the array as the output if any item is equal or greater than 80.

db.studentgrades.find( {grades: { $gte: 80}}, {"grades": 1})

Result:

Using the $
operator will only return the first item where it is equal or greater than 80.

db.studentgrades.find( {grades: { $gte: 80}}, {"grades.$": 1})



Result:

$elemMatch Operator
$elemMatch operator will limit the contents of an array to the first element that matches a given
condition. This condition differs from the $ operator because the $elemMatch projection operator
requires an explicit condition argument.

Let’s see the syntax of using $elemMatch in find() method.

Syntax:

db.collection.find( { <array>: <condition> ... }, { "<array>.$elemMatch":
($elemMatch operator) } )

Limitations of the $elemMatch operator

Regardless of the ordering of fields in the document, the field to which $elemMatch projection
is applied will be returned as the last field of the document.
find() operations done on MongoDB views do not support $elemMatch projection operator.
$text query expressions are not supported with the $elemMatch operator.

We’ll use the following “schooldata” collection to demonstrate the $elemMatch operator.

db.schooldata.find()

Result:

Now we’ll run this on a single field. With the $elemMatch operator, we will search for schools in
London with students who are ten years old. The pretty() method is used to format the output.

db.schooldata.find({address: "London"}, {"students" : {$elemMatch: {"age":



"10"}}}).pretty()

Result:

In the below example, we’ll check multiple fields. Here, we check for both the age and name of the
students. We check if a student named “barry” who is ten years old is attending any school in
London.

db.schooldata.find({address: "London"}, {"students" : {$elemMatch: {name:
"barry", "age": "10"}}}).pretty()

Result:

$slice Projection Operator
The $slice operator specifies the number of elements that should be returned as the output of a
query.

Syntax:

db.collection.find( <query>,  { <array Field>: { $slice: <number> } })

Limitations in $slice operator:



With the introduction of MongoDB 4.4, the $slice operator will only return the sliced element. It
will not return any other item in a nested array.
The $slice operator does not support the find() operation done on MongoDB views.
The $slice operator cannot be used in conjunction with the $ projection operator due to the
MongoDB restriction, where top-level fields can’t consist of $ (dollar sign) as a part of the field
name.
Queries can’t contain the $slice of an array and a field embedded in the array as part of the
same statement to eliminate path collisions from MongoDB 4.4.

Now we’ll use the “schooldata” collection to demonstrate the $slice operator.

db.schooldata.find()

Result:

Let’s slice the first element in an array. To achieve this result, we use the $slice operator to slice only
the first element from the student’s array.

db.schooldata.find({}, {students: {$slice : 1}})

Result:

Now, we’ll slice the last element in the array. Use the $slice operator with “-1” to indicate the last
record.

db.schooldata.find({}, {students: {$slice : -1}})

Result:



To skip elements, we have to define the elements to be skipped and the number of elements to be
returned. The following examples demonstrate this scenario.

Skip the first element and return the next two elements:

db.schooldata.find({}, {students: {$slice : }})

Result:

In this statement, we slice the “students” array by skipping the first element and returning the
remaining two elements. These were defined inside the square brackets []. The first value is the
element to be ignored, while the second value is how many remaining elements to be returned. If
the array has less than two elements after skipping the first element, it will return all the remaining
elements.

$meta Operator
The $meta operator is used to obtain the metadata associated with a document. The $meta
operator can be used with both MongoDB Aggregation and MongoDB projection. This section will
only cover the basics of the MongoDB projection and how the $meta operator will be used in
projection.

The $meta operator uses the following syntax.

{ $meta: <metaDataKeyword> }

For the “metaDataKeyword”, you can associate these values:

“textScore” Keyword. The “textScore” will return the score associated with the given $text
string. This keyword essentially finds how exactly the search term is matched with the given
field in a document. $text query is mandatory when using the “textScore” keyword from
MongoDB 4.4.
“indexKey” Keyword. Introduced in MongoDB 4.4 as a preferred alternative to the



cursor.returnKey() function. This function returns an index key for a document where a non-text
index is used. This keyword is for debugging purposes only, not to be used in production
environments.

Usage and Limitations of $meta operator in projection:

The {$meta: “$textScore”} expression can be a part of a projection query in a document to
obtain the text score. The expression can be either an inclusion or exclusion in the projection
statement. The only limitation is that if the expression is set to an existing field in the document,
the projected metadata value will overwrite the current value in the field.
You can’t define “text score” in the find() method. Hence, the best choice is to use MongoDB
aggregation.
The $meta expression can be used within a sort() function. The “textScore” metadata will be
sorted in descending order.
When {$meta: “$textScore”} expression is included in both the projection and sort functions,
each function can have different field names for the expression. The query system will
disregard the field name in sort().

Now, let’s look at a few examples:

For {$meta : “textScore”}, we will be using the food collection.

db.food.find().pretty()

Result:



Let’s create an index
for “food” collection. We will be using the “food_desc” field to create a text index.

db.food.createIndex({"food_desc": "text"})

Result:



Now let’s find the text score. We use the word “pizza” as the search term and use the $meta
operator to obtain the text score for each of the documents. The  (_id: 0) field is used to omit the
object id of each document for a more straightforward output.

db.food.find( {$text : {$search: "pizza"}}, {score: {$meta: "textScore"},
_id: 0})

Result:

Now onto {$meta: "indexKey"}. As “indexKey” is strictly for debugging purposes only, the official
MongoDB documentation states the following.

NOTE
The { $meta: "indexKey" } expression is for debugging purposes only and not
for application logic. MongoDB returns the value associated with the index
chosen by the query system. The system can choose a different index upon
subsequent execution.
For the selected index, the return value depends on how the database decides
to represent values in an index and may change across versions. The
represented value may not be the actual value for the field.

The following examples are created using the “vehiclesales” collection. Using {_id:0} field, object ids
are omitted from the output.



db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0})

Result:

Here, we create a compound index using the fields “make” and “type”.

db.vehiclesales.createIndex({make : 1, type: 1})

Result:

Next let’s do a Projection with an index. We search for documents in the “vehiclesales” collection
where the type is equal to “Sports” and use the $meta operator to obtain the index key for each
document.

db.vehiclesales.find({type: "Sports"},{idxKey: {$meta: "indexKey"}}).pretty()

Result:



What about projections without an index? If we request a field that is not part of the index, the query
will not return any value as the index will be null. In this instance, the index will not be returned as
the price field is not a part of the index.

db.vehiclesales.find({price: {$gte: 47000}},{idxKey: {$meta:
"indexKey"}}).pretty()

Result:



That concludes this informational tutorial.
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